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                How Shock Collars (Don't) Work for Dogs

                While many advocate for their use, the science is clear: they don't work.
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                OCD in Dogs and Cats: Causes and Genetic Involvement

                Dogs and Cats can suffer from OCD. What causes it, and what role does genetics play?
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                Dog Breeds Predisposed to Noise Phobia

                Are some dog breeds more predisposed to noise phobia?
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                How Dogs Mark Their Territory: What You Need to Know
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                Tailoring Dog Toys to Different Breeds
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                The Importance of Dog Gear When Hiking

                Choosing the right gear for hiking can make the difference between a fun outing and a miserable trek!
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                Smart Collar Health Monitoring: A Game-Changer for Certain Dog Breeds
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                The Top Harnesses for Small Dogs in 2024: Comfort, Control, and Style

                Discover the best small dog harnesses of 2024. Explore our top picks for comfort, control, and style to ensure your furry friend's safety and happiness on every walk.
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                Finding a Dog Trainer: The Counter Intuitive Rules

                Finding a good trainer for your dog can be a lot trickier than you might think.
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                The Best Dog Toys for Hours of Wagging Fun: A Deep Dive into Doggy Psychology

                How can you keep dogs entertained for hours and hours? Simple. Toys.
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                Unraveling the Correlation between Canine Genetics and Behavior

                How do you test what role genetics plays in behavior?
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                Combatting Tracheal Collapse with the Right Harness

                How can the right harness impact tracheal collapse in dogs?
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                Best Dog Breeds for Competitions

                Explore the best dog breeds for agility, obedience, herding, and show competitions, and learn how to strengthen your bond through training and teamwork.
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                Dog Play Areas and Services Nearby: How to Easily Find Them

                How do you find the best play areas and services for your pooch?
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                Adopting a Dog from a Kill Shelter: What You MUST Know
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                Big Dogs: Big Mobility Problems

                How does genetics play a role in mobility for large dogs?
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